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ASYMPTOTIC  BEHAVIOR  OF  SOLUTIONS

OF  PERTURBED LINEAR SYSTEMS

L.   E.   BOBISUD

Abstract. The existence of solutions of the system y'+Ay=

f(t, y) having the form y(t)=Z(i)a(t) is proved, where Z(t) satisfies

Z'+AZ=0 and the vector a(t) has limit a as / increases. Estimates

for the rate of convergence to zero of a(t)—a and o(y(t)—Z(t)a. are

obtained.

Let Z{t) be a fundamental matrix of solutions for

(1) z + Az = 0,

where z is an «-vector and A is an n x n matrix of constants. We shall be

concerned with the possibility of writing solutions of

(2) y' + Ay = fit,y)

(y,f—«-vectors) in the form

(3) y(t) = Zit)ait)

where the vector a(i) has (finite) limit a as r—>-co. Our conditions will be

such that both ait)—a and y it)—Zit)a converge to zero, and we obtain

estimates on the rates of convergence.

Problems of this nature have been investigated ([4]-[7], [10]-[13]) for

nth order differential equations; of these papers [4], [5], [13] assume

that the linear differential equation corresponding to (1) is disconjugate,

and are thus able to obtain more precise results. Only [1], [2], [4], [9]

seem to have considered the more general question of systems. The present

results are related to these; however, we are able to obtain results for a

more general class of functions / (see Corollary 2 and the example pre-

ceding it), and our asymptotic estimates are better. The latter is accom-

plished, in part, by estimating separately each component of/and by

restricting consideration to constant matrices A.

For an «-vector a we use the norm ||a|| = 2Li Kl. we use also the

notations |a| = (|a,|, |a2|, " " ' > \an\) and 1 = (1, 1, ■ • • , 1). For two «-

vectors p, q we write p~^.q if Pi^qi,Pi^q2, • ' ' ,pn=an- ^0T an «X«
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matrix B=(bij) we shall form an «-vector \\\B\\\ with components |||-ß|||,=

supiSjÊn ¡bul, and we shall denote by \B\ the matrix (|è,-,|). Note that we

have |2to| = |||.B|||- ||a||.

Theorem. Suppose for a given vector a there exist T>0, a fundamental

matrix Z(i) of(1), and functions g, U> with the following properties:

(i) fis continuous on [T, oo)xRn;

(ii) g(t, s, x) is continuous on [T, oo)x [T, oo)xR", 0^g(t,s,p)^

g(t,s, q)wheneverO—:p—:q,andgsatisfies\Z~1(t)f(s,y)\—:g(t,s,\y—Z(s)a\)

for (t, s,y)e[T,co)x [T, co)xRn;

(iii) vj> g C([r, oo)), d>>0, lim^œ +(/)=0, and

*(0-f^  g(s,s,\Z(s)\<\>(s))ds

on [T, oo).

Then there exist solutions y of (2) of the form (3) where lim^^ a(/)=a,

and we have

(4) \a(t) - «| = +(i),

(5) 1X0 - Z(i)a| ^j"g(s - t, s, |Z(s)| +(s)) ds

on [T, oo).

Proof.    Define an operator F on sé={x(t) e C([T, oo)):|x(r)—o|_

ty(t) for &T} by

Fx(t) = a~ rr1(#,Z(i)i(ä))<ii;

we shall use the Schauder-Tychonov theorem [2] to prove that F has a

fixed point in sé. Since for x e sé

\[™Z-\s)f(s, Z(s)x(s)) ds < j\(s, 5, \Z(s)[x(s) - a]|) ds

IJ    g(s>s,|Z(s)|+(s))ds^+(i),

F is indeed defined on sé and maps sé into ¿</. It is easily seen in a

similar manner that F is continuous, i.e., if xn e sé and xn—>x uniformly

on compact subsets of [T, oo), then Fxn—>-Fx uniformly on compact

subsets of [T, oo). Since the functions in sé are bounded, it remains only

to show that the functions of Fsé are equicontinuous. Let x e sé and

h^h =^T; then

\Fx(h) - Fx(t2)\ = ¡h\Z-\s)f(s, Z(s)x(s))\ ds < fg(s, 5, |Z(s)| +(s)) ds,
Jh Jh

which is small if \t1 — t2\ is since g is continuous.
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Let ait) e s/ be a fixed point of F; then y(t)=Z(t)a(t) is a solution of

(2) on [T, co), and (4) is established. To prove (5) observe that

1X0 - Z(i)a| = Zit)^Z-\S)fiS,Zis)ais))dS

<^\Z-\s-t)f(s,Z(s)a(s))\ds

<j"g(s-t,s,\Z(s)[<\>($))ds.

Two subcases of this theorem are of particular interest, and we discuss

them as corollaries. The first deals with the case where \\Z-\t)f(t, Z(0«(0)ll

is integrable for any bounded continuous a.

Corollary 1.   Suppose for some fundamental matrix Zit) of il) there

exists a constant M and a continuous function h on [0, co)"+2 such that

(i) 0^A(r, s,p)-^hit, s, q) whenever 0-%p-%q;

(ii) \Z-i(t)f(s,y)\£h(t,s,[y\);
(iii) tfk(s,s,Af\\\Z(s)\\\)ds<co.

Then for all a e Rn such that ||a|| <^M the hypotheses of the theorem are

satisfied with

git, s, p) = hit, s, p + iM \\\Zis)\\\),

ÜX0=f%(í,s,iM|||Z(s)|||)ds.

Proof.   It is necessary to verify (ii) and (iii) of the theorem. But

IZ-W^JOI ^ Kt, s, \y - Z(s)«| + |||Z(s)||| ■ ||o||) ^ git, s, \y - Z(S)ct|),

verifying (ii). Choosing Tso large that f£ his, s, M\\\Z(s)\\\) ds<iM¡2n)í,

and observing that g is increasing in its last argument, we have

«KO =      gis, s, \M IIIZ(s)lll) ds =      his, s, M HIZ(s)lll) ds < ^ 1,
Jt Jt 2«

solldXOIKIM, and

1*00 1*00

gis, s, |Z(s)| <4>(s)) ds ^      g(s, s, 2-M HIZ(s)lll) </s = •+>(/)•
Jt Jt

We remark that the error estimate (5) can be replaced by the weaker

but more convenient statement

(6) 1X0 - z(i)«| ̂ ¡"ii* - '.s> W lilz(*)lil)rfs-
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This corollary is connected with some results of [2], [4], [5], [7], [11],

[12] when specialized to the nth order linear differential equation

(7) xw=/(l,v',-,iM)

where / satisfies \f(t, x, ■ ■ ■ , x(B-1,)|g2£? g/OI*"'!" with rt>0 and

(8) fV^l + t + --- + t^'Yg^t) dt < oo       (/ = 0, • • •, n - 1).
Jo

Indeed, writing (7) as a first-order system in the usual way (cf. [2]), we

obtain the result that for any o there exists a solution xr of (7) such that

1*1" - *m - ^+2-(tB-'-7(n - j - l)!)an|

-if(5 " f)J{2 Mn (1 + s + • • • + s-'-y'gXs)} ds

(j = 0, • • ■ , n - 1).

We turn now to a different application of our main result. Consider the

example of (2) given by the single first-order equation

(9) y'=f(t,y) = (llt)(y-ir + llt3;

with <x=l, Z(t)=l, we have g(t, s, \y-o\)=(llt)ly-l\2+llt3. Since

(l¡t)\y(t)—l\2 is not necessarily integrable even when lim(_œy(t)=l,

Corollary 1 is not applicable, and neither are the results of [2], [4].

However, out main theorem can be applied with ip(t)=t~2+c for any

£>0, as is readily seen, and from (5) we conclude that there exist solutions

y(t) of (9) such that \y(t)— l|^l/(2. In this example the right-hand side/

has the form

(10) f(t, y) = fÁt, y - Z(í)a) + /2(î, y),

where f2 (=f~3) ¡s integrable for bounded y but/ is not integrable even for

all y tending to Z(t)a. We generalize this situation in the following

corollary.

Corollary 2. Suppose for some fundamental matrix Z(t) of (I) and

some a we have (10) valid, where there exist continuous functions Ä,, A2 on

[0, co)i!+2 satisfying

(i) 0=^(1, S,p)<ht(t, s, q) if0^p=q (/=1, 2);
(ii) \Z~\t)f2(s,y)\<h2(t, s, \y\), with

rJo
Ai(s,s,|||Z(s)|||-||a||)ds< oo ;

^Â,(,, s, \y-Z(s)a\).
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Suppose finally that there exists a continuous function <p(0>0 satisfying,

for some e>0 and all large t, <p(r)->0 as /-»-co,

<P(0 ̂jtjs, s' i1 + «) lz(s)l +(*)) *.

|°°A2(S, s, 2 |||Z(s)||| • ||a||) </s ̂  £<p(0.

TTie« r«e hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied for large T with

git, s, p) = A,((, s, p) + A2(f, s, /> + |||Z(s)||! • ||a||),

•4X0 = <K0 + /"**». s, 2 |||Z(s)||| ■ ||a||) ds.

Proof.    Hypothesis (ii) of the theorem is clearly satisfied; we have

only to verify (iii). But for sufficiently large t,

roo /*oo

jt  gis, s, |Z(s)| 4»(s)) ds 'S J   »i(5, s, (1 + e) |Z(s)| <p(s)) ds

+ ^œA2(s, 5, |Z(s)| U>(s) + |||Z(s)||| • ||a||) ds

Ú «KO + J*°°Ä2(s, s, 2 |||Z(s)||| • ||a||) ds = -4X0.

As an application of Corollary 2 we determine conditions on the

coefficients of the differential equation

(11) uM = 2"i(0iuU)r + Kt)

(r¿>l) which guarantee the existence of a solution «(f) such that. uu>it)-+0

as /-»-co (y=0, 1, • • • , «—1). If b and all the at are integrable, this

follows from Corollary 1, hence we assume that not all o, are integrable.

Writing the equation as a system in the usual manner, we have

z(0 =

"1    t    f-\2\

0    1       t

0   0      0

r"-2/(" - 2)!
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for fundamental matrix and a=0. With

Kk(t, s, \y\) =
tn

(n - k)\

¡n-k      »iz.1

\b(s)\

(k = 1, ■ ■ ■, n),

Ai.*(',s,Lvl) = ;-—ILwmiyi
(n - k)\i=0

we have that <j> must satisfy

+11

/*oo        n-A      n-} r»        -i-t

uo i=   -J-— 2 i«i(s)i a + *)" 2t^t ¿a«)
Jt (n - rc)!i=0 U^O- i)!

ds.

For convenience let Ci=YÜ=\ (kn—l)\¡(}—\)\ («—/)!) and r=max /-¿. Let

^i(r) be any solution of
pn-l       n—1 p f~<

(12) ¿,(r) ̂  ( 1 + if f "-£-- 2 Ia<(s)I fê <ri(s)
Je   (/I - 1)! i=0 Ls'

ds

and define

}n   .X!)J_1 <M0       (7 = 2, • • •, «).

Then
(»-Í)!í'

n—j      w—1 C
¿,(0 = (1 + e)'-2 l«i(s)l   -¿ &(*)

.hin  —   il'... c'

foo       n-j      *>-}

=  r—-2i«,J<  (n - j) ! !=0

«   (n - J) ! <-o

(5)1 (1 + £)n

ds

sK '
ds,

2 ,.s ...¿*(«)
«-*=,(fc-«)!        J

as required. It thus remains to show that (12) has a suitable solution.

Suppose O^r^O^l, and let <7=min r,>l, so fif^fii; then if fa satisfies

f--i- s""1 2 1^)1   "Tí    #(*) ̂  =      *(s)#(s) ds,
t  (n — k)\       i=0 \s    / Jt

it will also satisfy (12). The equality in (13) can be solved to yield

fa{t) = {[Ht0)rQ + (q-l)\k(s)ds

provided J°° k(s) ds=x> and the positive constant ^(/"o) is chosen less

than 1. Thus (11) has solutions tending to zero with their first n—1

derivatives if

\a{(s)\ sriil~i)+n-1 ds

¡---a

as r-*co and b(t) satisfies ¡f s""1^)] ds<e(n— 1)! fa(t) for some e>0.

*       . —n
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I wish to thank the referee for pointing out an error in an earlier version

and for improvement in the statement of the theorem.
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